MYXAL® FOOT POWDER
Prevention of Athlete’s Foot

Product Properties / Application Area:
MYXAL® FOOT POWDER is especially suitable in order to protect the feet from unpleasant foot odors and prevents them from athlete’s foot. MYXAL® FOOT POWDER complements MYXAL® FOOT SPRAY. Both products protect and refresh the feet. MYXAL® FOOT POWDER is a foot powder which is based on a combination of moisture-absorbing aluminas and zinc stearate. MYXAL® FOOT POWDER has got antibacterial and antimycotic properties. The powder basis dries the foot skin, which is often swollen, and prevents the feet from skin softening (maceration). MYXAL® FOOT POWDER absorbs sweat and therefore, it divests germs of breeding ground. Furthermore, MYXAL® FOOT POWDER's active agents have good skin compatibility.

Dosage / Application:
Apply MYXAL® FOOT POWDER on your feet from a short distance twice a day. Use a little amount and pay particular attention to the area between your toes. Inner shoes and stockings can be handled odor-inhibiting as well.

Product Description:
White, powdery and perfumed substance

Test Summary:
A test summary is available on request.

Product Quality:
The product is manufactured according to GMP (GOOD MANUFACTURING PRACTICE) requirements which include the most recent EC guidelines. The bacteria count is microbiologically tested on a regular basis and is under 100 bacteria per gram.

Storage Instructions:
MYXAL® FOOT POWDER will keep if stored unopened at room temperature in the original packaging. The Period after Opening (PAO) is indicated on each tin.

Statutory Regulations:
MYXAL® FOOT POWDER is subject to the German Cosmetics Order, the EC cosmetics directives and the German foodstuffs, consumer goods and animal feed code, but not to the German Chemicals Act or the Hazardous Substances Order.
Environment:
All tubes and bottles are made of polyethylene and after being completely emptied, they can be disposed of with other polyethylene waste.

Composition According to INCI*:
TALC, CALCIUM CARBONATE, ATTAPULGITE, MAGNESIUM CARBONATE HYDROXIDE, ZINC STEARATE, CI 77947, PARFUM, QUARTZ, LINALOOL, UNDECYLENIC ACID, BENZYL ALCOHOL, LIMONENE, COUMARIN, CITRONELLOL, EVERNIA PRUNASTRI EXTRACT, GERANIOL, ALPHA-ISOMETHYL IONONE

* (International Nomenclature Cosmetic Ingredients)

Ordering Data MYXAL® FOOT POWDER:
50-g-tin
BSW-Nr.: 13647001
24 x 50-g-tin = 1 PU¹)

¹) PU = packaging unit

Use disinfectants safely.
Always read the label and product information before use.

Our practical advice and various recommendations, which do not imply any warranty on our part for the properties of our products, are based on many years of experience. However, they are not binding, including as regards intellectual property rights of third parties and foreign legislation, and do not excuse our customers from conducting their own tests on our products and methods for fitness for purpose.